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To express a habitual action , routine action  or irregular 
actions  .  

 You study English everyday at  7:30
 We  go for walk daily . 



To express general truths  

1. The earth is round.
2.  Slow and steady wins the race.



To indicate a future event that is part of a plan or 
arrangement. 

For example,

1.  We leave for Delhi next Wednesday.
2.  PM leaves for china next week . 



To indicate a future event that is part of a plan or 
arrangement. 
For example,

1. We leave for Delhi next Wednesday.

2.  PM leaves for china next week . 



If since is  used at the beginning of a sentence , the formation 
of the sentence will be as follows :-

Eg :- since he joined the army  ,  he has not  taken any leave .

simple past present perfect  



To show a past action or when  point of time of past is given  . 

1) I have  come yesterday 

2) The boy had left school an hour ago. 



 When Anand reached his village ,he found  that the news 
about him  had preceded him .

 the patient had reached the hospital after the doctor left 
the cabin .

 The patient died before the doctor reached .



When two actions happened in the past and it may be 
necessary to show which action happened earlier 
than the other. We use Past Perfect in the event that 
happened earlier and second is expressed in simple 
past . 



To show an action in which “ by the time” is used first action 
is in simple present another in future perfect 

 By the time I reached the station , the train will have left .

 You will have finished your syllabus by the end  of next 
month 



PRACTICE 
TIME !!!!!:-



John had  taken the cookies last night .



Rakesh finished his work /  just before you came to see 
him / at  his resident /  no error 

Rakesh asked me / why was I angry at his remarks / 
which he had not made deliberately / no error 



whenever you are coming here / you bring a lot of /  sweets for 
me / no error

a misogynist is a person / who is hating woman but a philogynist
is a person / who loves woman / no error



many of the friends /  wished to come here today but / none of 
them arrived yet / no error 

before the alarm / had stopped ringing / John had pulled up the 
shade / no error




